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CAPTAIN: IGOR VLAHOVIĆ (Croatian)
Languages: English, Italian
With an passion for sea and yachts and with near 20 years experience
Igor has mastered himself as a captain. Igor has great knowledge of
Croatian and Montenegran sea and always shows his guests the very
best of each locations. He is highly qualified, extremely competent and
the crew thrives under his command as he is both compassionate and
exacting. A can-do captain, there is no request too small or dream too
big that Igor, along with his crew, will not endeavor to fulfill.
- RYA/MCA Yacht master Offshore commercially endorsed - RYA
- Certificate of competency for yacht master 200Gt
- Certificate of training and security on a ship - STCW VI/1; ECDIS

CHEF: MARKO DODIK (Croatian)
Languages: English
Chef Marko distinguished himself in his chosen profession through
his passion and obvious talent for creating culinary marvels in the
kitchen. Cooking was more like a talent at an early age to cultivated
only later through studies and seminars. As chef de cuisine and
executive chef of 5 star hotel restaurants for his guests he will offer
a balance of classical and fusion cuisine, and will be preparing
unique dishes with the highest quality ingredients, all served to visual
perfection. He uses the freshest of ingredients and loves to provision
for guests at local markets.
- STCW
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ENGINEER: JURE SANDRIĆ (Croatian)
Languages: English
Jure is meticulous professional regarding SEVENTH SENSE engine.
As he is well educated and with large experience his working space
and engines are in superb state and ready for giving guests secure
trip. Engines and mechanics are his world. And that world is always
in order.
- Approved engine course (AEC)
- STCW A-VI/1

DECKHAND: IRVIN DUJIĆ (Croatian)
Languages: English, Italian
Irvin looks forward to attending to all the guests needs and sharing his
obsession for the outdoors life during their stay on board SEVENTH
SENSE. Watersports? Irvin is the first to assist and he adds so much
fun to the experience that the guests don’t want to stop!
- BOAT SKIPPER CATEGORY B (30GT)
- STCW VI/1
- 1* STAR DIVING CMAS/PADI

CHIEF STEWARDESS: TBA

2. STEWARDESS: TBA
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